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Abstract

It is generafly believed that words, rather than characters, should
be the smallest indexing unit for Chinese text retrieval systems,
and that it is essential to have a comprehensive Chinese dictionary
or lexicon for Chhmse text retrieval systems to do well. Chinese
text has no delimiters to mark woni boundaries. As a result,
any text retrieval systems that build word-based indexes need
to segment text into words. We implemented several statistical
and dictionary-hazed word segmentation methods to study the
effect on retrieval effectiveness of different segmentation methods
using the TREC-S Chinese test collection and topics. The results
show that, for all three sets of queries, the simple bigram indexing
and the purely statistical word segmentation perform better than
the popular dictionary-based maximum matching method with a
dictionary of 138,955 entries.

1 Introduction

The written Chinese text has no delimitem to mark word bound-
aries, it consists of a string of characters and punctuation. The
first step toward word-based indexing is to break a sequence of
characters into words. The process of breaking a string of charac-
ter into words is called word segmentation. Word segmentation
is known to be a difficult task because accurate segmentation
of written Chinese text may require deep analysis of the sen-
tences. Even Chhese speakers may d~ree over how a sentence
should be segmented because of the lack of a clear-cut definition
on what constitutes a Chinese word. Some practical and pop-
ular word segmentation methods use dictionaries (lexicon), the
simplest one being just a list of Chinese words. The dictionary
coverage of words can have a significant impact on the accuracy
of word segmentation. It is virtually impossible to list all the
Chinese words in a dictionary because the set of words is open-
ended. The construction of a comprehensive dictionary is itself a
difficult task.

Another group of word segmentation methuds uses the lexical
statistics of the Chinese characters in corpora to mark the word
boundaries. The lexical statistics may include the occurrence
frequency of a character in text corpora, and the co-occurrence
frequency of two or more charectem in text corpora. What makes
the statistical word segmentation approaches appealing is that
they do not require a comprehensive dictionary to mark word
boundaries.

It is generally believed that a comprehensive Chinese dictio-
nary or lexicon is needed for a Chinese text retrieval system to
perform well. We want to know if Chinese text retrieval sys-
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terns without dictionaries can achieve comparable performance
as those that do word segmentation using dictionaries. We im-
plemented several purely statistical segmentation methods and
dictionary-based methods to study the retrieval effectiveness of
dflerant word ~entation methods using the TREC-5 Chinese
track data, which includes the test collection, 28 topics and rele-
vance judgments.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
the characteristics of Chkse characters end words and the distri-
bution of Chinese worda; In section 3, we briefly review different

approaches to Chhmae word segmentation; section 4 dIscuases our
implementation of several methods of word segmentation with an
emphasis on the statistical method using mutual information; sec-
tion 5 describes the experiment setup, inchdhrg the test collec-
tion, the topics and the formula used in the expenment~ section 6
pr-eaents and summarizes the evaluation results of using different
word aegmerttation methods; in section 7 we discuss the results;
and section S concludes the paper.

2 Chinese Characters and Wads

A singfe Chinese character is called hanzi in Chinese. Some indL
vidual hanzi can function as words, in that case they are cafled
free morphemes, whereas othem cannot function as words by
themselves, they must combine with other hanzi to form words.
Those hanzi characters are called bound morphemes [12]. A Chi-
nese word can be a single character, or two or more characters.
However most Chinese words consist of two characters [2, p.194].
According to the Requency Dictionary of hfocfem Chinese [71
(cited in [8]), among the top 9,000 most frequent words, 26.7%
are unigramz, 69.8% are bigrams, and 2.7~0 are trigramz, and
according to Lb’s study [13], 570 words are unigrams, 75~o are
b~rams, 14% are trigrams, and 6% are words of four or more
characters.

3 Previous works on wtrd segmentation

Chinese word segmentation is the process of breaking a string of
characters into words. The word segmentation problem h= been
an active research topic for over a decade. There is a large body of
literature on Chinese word segmentation [1,3,6,9, 11, 14, 16, 18,
17, 19, 21, 22] (see also references in [20]), which is the first step

toward natural language processing, or text retrieval. The process
of part-of-speech tagging of words, semantic tagging of words,
syntactic analysis and semantic analysis of sentences all depend
on the accurate segmentation of sentences into words. Over the
years, many approaches have been developed to segment Chinese
text into words. The methods can be broadly grouped into three
categories: (1 )stat”~tical methods [6, 14, lfl ,(2) heuristic rule-
based methods [3], and (3) combination of the statistical and

rule-based methods [15, 18, 19, 22]. Wu and Tzeng [21] provide
a recent survey of Chinese word segmentation algorithms for text
ret rieval.
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Sproat and Shih ~17] describes a purely statistical approach
to segmenting sentences into words. The approach utilizes no
dictionary to decide the word boundaries, instead it groups two
adjacent charactem into a word based on the association strength
between the two adjacent charactem in the input sentence. The
measure of aswciation between two adjacent characters is the mu-
tual information statistic [4]. This approach is simple, e!licient
and e=y to implement, however it hrm the limitation of recogniz-
ing only words of one or two characters long. Luo [14] proposes an
iterative process of segmenting Chinese sentences. The process of
word segmentation and language modeling are alternatively car-
ried out.

One popular dictionary-based word segmentation approach is
the maximum matching method (also called the longest match-
ing). The basic idea is that an input sentence should be seg-
mented in such a way that the number of words produced should
be minimum. It is not uncommon that an input sentence can be
segmented in more than one way, though there is usually only
one correct segmentation. A lexicon or dictionary is required to
perform maximum matching. The coverage of a dictionary is es-
sential to the quality of segmented text. If a dictionary contains
only a small portion of the words in the corpus to be segmented,
many words are treated as unknown. The handling of unknown
words in the process of segmentation is a difficult task. The max-
imum matching works either from the beginning to the end of
input phme, or vice versa. The forward maximum matchkrg
groups the longest initial sequence of characters that matches a
dictionary entry m a word, then starts at the next character af-
ter the most recently found word and repeats the process until
the end of the input sentence. The backward maximum match-
ing works from the end of a sentence toward the beginning. The
entries in the dictionary include words, phrases, idioms, proper
names, etc. A variation of the maximum matching method is the
minimum matching, or shortest matching, which treats m a word
the shortest initial string of characters that matches a dictionary
entry.

Leung and Kan [1I] propose a method of automatic learning
rules that can be incorporated in a word segmentation system to
achieve better accuracy. The rules are constructed based on the
correlation between the incorrectly segmented strings and their
contexts.

Instead of ttwating word segmentation as a preprocessing step,
Gan et al. integrate the process of word segmentation into the
tank of sentence analysis; and Sun et al. tackle the tasks of word
segmentation and part-of-speech tagging together utilizing gen-
eral dictionaries as well x specialized dictionaries (e.g. proper
name dictionaries), lexical statistical information and heuristic
rules.

Numerous authors [20, 15] believe that words should be the
smalkat indexing unit. Thus word segmentation becomes the
fimt step to Chkmse text retrieval, and the accuracy of a word
segmentation method is crucial to the effectiveness of Chinese
text retrieval.

4 Indexing Techniques

We have carried out a series of experiments using the TREC-5
Chhmse collection and 28 Chinese topics. We want to know if the
purely statistical indexing and the n-grams indexing techniques
work as well as the word-based indexing method. We indexed the
collection using unigram, bigram, trigram and statistical segmen-
tation proposed by Sproat and Shih [17].

4.1 Unigram Indexing

The unigram is probably the simplest and most efficient approach
to indexing Chinese written text. Itbreaks a sequence of Chinese
charactem into individual ones. Each individual character is an
indexing unit. For example, the index terms produced from in-
put character string c1c2,c3c4 C5 are: c1, C2, c3, C4 and C5. The
vocabulary sise is limited by the number of charactem in the cod-
ing standard for Chinese charactem GB2312-80, which has 6,763
hanzi characters.

4.2 Bigram Indexing

In bigram indexing, all adjacent pairs of hanzi characters in text
become indexing terms. For bigrams generated in this way, the
last character of the previous bigram overlaps the first character
of the next blgram. For example, the indexing terms representing
character string c1Qc3c4 c5 are: c1C2, C2c3, c3c4, c4c5.

4.3 Tr”~ram Indexing

A trigram is a consecutive sequence of three hanzi charactem.
All trigrams in text become indexing terms in tngram index-
ing scheme. Any two adjacent trigrams have two charactem in
common. For example, the indexing terms for character string
ClC2C3C4C5 are: C1C2C3, C2C3C4 and C3C4C5. Table 1 shows the n-
gram indexing terms produced fmm the same text string. Table 2

\ sentenm I c] C2C3C4C5C9 J
unrgrams cl, C2, C3, C4, C5, l%
bigrams 1 clcz, c2c3, c3c4, c4c5, c5QT
trigrams clc2c3, c2c3c4, c3c4c5, c4c5Q I

Table 1: n-gram indexing methods

shows the number of unique and total number of unigrams, bi-
grams and tngrams in the TREC-5 Chinese test collection, about
one third of possible Chinese bigrarns occur at least once in the
Chkse collection.

Table 2: n-gram size of TREC-5 Chinese collection

4.4 Statistical Indexing

Before the text is indexed, the following operations were per-
formed:

1. Collect occurrence frequency in the colkction for all Chi-
nese charactem occurring at least once in the collection,

2. Collect occurrence frequency in the collection for all Chi-
nese bigrams occurring at least once in the collection,

3. Compute the mutual information for all Chinese bigrams
(see below), and

4. Apply the algonthm as described in [17] to segment the
text into words.

Mutual information measures the association of two events. The
mutual information 1(z, y ) between two events z and y is defined
as

1(Z, y)
p(x,y)

= 10g2 —
p(z)p(y)

where p(z) is the probability of observing event z, p(g) the prob~
bility of observing event y, and P(Z, y) the probability of observing
both events. If two events occur independently, the joint prob-
ability P(Z, U) would be close to the product of p(z) and p(y),
thus the mutual information would be close to zero. On the
other hand, if two events are strongly related, the joint proba-
bility P(T, y) would have a much larger value than the product
of p(z) and p(y), so 1(z, y) would be much bigger than zer~ if
two events occur complementarily, the mutual information value
would be negative. Table 3 shows the occurrence frequency values
and mutual information values for six Chinese blgrams found in
the TREC-5 Chinese collection. In table 3, column J(cl) is the
occurrence frequency value of the first Chhese character of a bi-
gram; column J(c2) the occurrence frequency value of the second
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b@ams

* *(eliminate)

$ X(appIe)

~ ~(beautiful)

3F *(unusually)

+*(if)

% *(not water)

f(cl)—

1,549

1,206

1,445

37,579

57,975

311.474

f(c2)—

1,632

50,416

6,301

50,257

50,416

90.495

f(clc2) I I(C1,C2)

1,343

1,021

859

7,157

10,864

1

15.06

10.08

12.57

7.93

7.91

-8.76

Table 3: Mutual information of six Chinese bigrams

bigrarns I f(cl) I f(c2) I f(clc2) I I(c1,c2) j

HE
=H=
%%256,559 328,500

kxL 328,500 139,630

ati 139,630 2,017,405

6$ $* 2,017,405 26,690

“*m 26,690 24,869

228,090 4.69

6,791 0.18

6,946 6.13

22 -1.46

=

1,058 -0.30

11,946 4.07

4,340 -0.00

676 -0.30

2,412 7.87

Table 4: Mutual information vzdues of bigrams.

Chinese characteq column ~(cl C2) the occurrence frequency value
of a bigram; and the last column, Z(CI, c2), is the mutual infor-

mation. The first five bigrams — ‘~ ~(eliminate), Y %(apple),

* ~(beautiful), 4P *(unusually), and **(if) – am genuine

Chkwse word% whereas the Isst one, ~. *(not water), is not
a Chinese word. As expected, the genuine words have mutual
information valuea of being much bigger than s-ero, whereas the
blgrams that are not words have mutual information values of
being much smaller than zero.

The P(CI ) in the mutual information definition is estimated
by ~(cl )/N, P(c2 ) is estimated by J(c2 )/N, and the probability
of observing two characters c1 and C2 occurring in the collection

together in fixed order CIC2 is estimated by

j(c, ) f(clcz) J(C, C2)
p(clcz) = p(cl)p(czlcl) = —— = —

N j(CI) N

where N is the collection size, which is 64,611,662 characters for
the TREC-5 Chinese collection, and J( c1C2) is the occurrence fre-
quency value of bigrarn CIC2in the collection. The example below

illustrates the computation of mutual information for bigram $

%(apple, or ping2 guo3 in Chinese pinyin notation).

I(ping2guo3) = log2
j(ping2guo3) . N

i(pin92)f(9~03)

= log2
1021 * 64611662

1208 * 50416
= 10.08

One of the titles of the TREC-5 Chinese topics is “~ @ ~

*~&. ~* %J ~ (The newly discovered oil fields in China).”
We will use this title as an example to show how the written
Chinese text is segmented using the purely statistical method.
First, the written text is broken into phrases — a consecutive
sequence of Chinese characters is considered m a phrase. All
the non-Chinese charactem in the text are ignored. Second, each
phrase is segmented as follows:

[ step I phrasea I action

~

‘1’ ~ k** IL* MU remove * W (oil fiel~)

Table 5: Word segmentation process using muturd information.

1.

2.

3.

Compute the mutual information vafues for all adjacent
bigrams in a phrase,

Treat the bigram of the largest mutual information value
as a word and then remove it from tbe phrase. The removal
of the bIgram may result in one or two shorter phrasea,

Perform step 2 on each of the shorter Dhrases until afl
phmses con&t of one or two characters. -

Table 4 shows the mutual information vafues for all the bigrams

in the phrme ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ & ~ M #t Q (The newly dkovered
oil fields in China). The first column shows all the b]grams gen-
erated from the input phrazq the second column, J(cl), is the

number of occurrences in the TREC-5 Chhwse collection of the
first character of a bigram; the third column, f(c2), is the number
of occurrences of the second character of a bigram in the same
collection; the fourth column, J(cl c2), is the number of occur-
rences of the bigram in the same collection; and the last column,
Z(C1, c2), is the mutual information value of a bigram.

From table 4, we see the bigram ~tb ~ (oil fields) has the

largest mutual information value (7.87), so the bigram ~dJ~ (oil
fields) is taken as a word, and removed from the phrase. The

removal of the blgram & ~ (oil fields) from the phrase results

in one shorter phrase Y @ A ~ X & ?JL@. NOW the blgram

k @r(mainland) h= the Iargeat mutual information value (6.13)
in the new phrase, so the two characters are grouped into a
word, and is removed from the shorter phrase. The removal of

the bigram ~ ~(mainland) produces two smaller phrases ~ @

(China) and ~ ~ ~ #1. The fimt phrase ~ @(China) is not seg-
mented further because it is two-character long, whereas the sec-
ond phrxe, however, is segmented further into three smaller new

phrasea: ~(new), .& W(discover), and &(adjective marker).

The segmented sentence becomes ‘? ~ ~~ X k~ @

;*@, which is the correct segmentation for the original phrase.

The process of segmenting the phrase Y @ ~ M S A ~ * ~~

~ (The newly discovered oil fields in China) using mutual in-
formation values of all the bigrams in the phrase is illustrated in
table 5.

4.5 Maximum Matching and Minimum Matching

We implemented the maximum matching method as well as the

minimum matching method for Chkae word segmentation. Both
methods require a dictionary (lexicon) to segment text. The
matching direction can be forward or backward. The forward

matching starts from the beginning of a phr=e, and works to-
ward the end, whereas the backward matchhg starts from the
end of a phrase, then works toward the beginning of the phrase.
While the maximum matching method groups the Iongeet ini-
tial sequence of cbaractera that matches a dictionary entry as a
word, the miitimum matcMng method treats the shortest initial

sequence”of characters that matches a dictionary entry as a word.
The minimum matching method degenerates to the unigram seg-
mentation when the dictionary contains an entry for each single
character. The dictionary used for segmentation has 136,955 en-
tries, including words, compounds, phrases, idioms, proper names
etc. We made no attempt to identify and resolve the ambiguity of
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Table ‘7: Maximum matching (forward) segmentation process.

word segmentation, and to handle unknown words specially. The
dictionary is stored in memory = a tne structure. The matching
process startu from the root of tbe trie stmcture, and traverses
down the trie one character at a time if the next character in
the input string matches a character on the next level of the trie
structure. The long@ initial sequence of charactem that does
not match any entry in the dictionary is treated as an unknown

word. Table 6 shows the index terms produced from phrase ~ ~

~ ldfw ~~ @ ~ ~(The newly discovered oil fields in China)
with various indexing tecfi~quea.

Table 7 shows the process of segmenting phrase ~ z A ~

~ ~ ~ N ~ @(The newly discovered oil fields in China) using
the dictionary-based maximum matching method.

5 The Experiments

5.1 The Teat Collection

The test collection used in all the runs of experiments reported
in this paper is the TREC-5 Chinese collection, it has two Z&
collections: People’s Dsily and Xinhua News Agency. The Peo-
ple’s Daily subcollection contains newspaper articles published
between 1991 and 1993 in China. Table 8 summarizes the statis-
tics about the two subcolkctions. Column two is the number of

subcollectlons number of avg length length
documents (charactem) std dev

Paople’e Dad y 139,S01 369.68 684.98
Xmhua News A .WC% 24,986 517.59 326.62

Table 8: TREC-5 Chinese Test Coikction statistics

documents in each subcollection, column three the average docu-
ment length in characters and column four the standard deviation
of document length. Document length is given in number of Chi-
nese characters rather than words because of the difficulties of
accurately determining words boundaries in Chinese text.

S.2 The Topics

We used all 28 topics of TREC-5 Chinese track. AH the original
topics have three fields: title, description, and narrative. The
description field provides a hatof key concept terms for a topic.
All the Chhmse topics are ako translated into Engliih, however
the EngJiih translation is not utilized in all the experiments re-
ported in this paper. We will call the original set of topics the
long queries, and the set of topics consisting of the titJe tield only
the short queries. The set of manual queries were derived from
the original topics and the Chhwse test collection when we were
workhg on TREC-5 Chinese track.

Topic number 14 of TREC-S Chheae track is included below.

TitJe: y ~ M ~ i#i# ~ (Cases of AIDS in China)

Description: Y ~, ~#j~ t~~s H 1 v-

*&ti*&*, SMs, A*.
(China, Yunnan, AIDS, HIV, high risk group, sy-
ringe, virus)

Narrativat ~X~@E~&&Y@~~Ah~

M****]*}* *a*+& =#’51*+117

***, t’XA*wat***!&ti* *#*

a#t#J**.
(A relewmt document should contain information on
the areas in Chkta that have the highest AIDS cases,
how the AIDS virus was transmitted, and how the
Chinese government combats AIDS prubkm).

The derived short query from the above long query is

Title: Y ~ M Zi& fim (Cases of AIDS in China).

And the manually reformulated query for the long query is

term (translation)

~~ ~ (AIDS)

~ ~ (China)

~ ~ (monitor)

#~ (virus)

H I V (HIV)

~. ~ (patient)

*A (patient)*

= #) (Yunnan)

&~ (STD)*

-

~

15

11

6

6

4

4

2

3

1

6
G

term (translation)

&Q (our country)*

&~ (infect)*

$.+.~s (syringe)

m l!+ (prevent)*

~ ~ (infect)

f% ~ (prevent and cure)*

A*] (medical cases)

fi 1% % + (prevention fimt )*

●! ~ (drug use)*

quencies. The terms marked
were manually selected from the the test collection. The impor-

nns are the withmquery term fl
ith ‘*’ are new auery terms th

Iz

[

16

6

1

5

1

4

3

3

1

Y-
at

tant concept _terms am emphaskcd by assigning higher weights
(i.e. larger frequencies). The set of manual queries were man-
USJly segmented into words. The stop words and the unimpor-
tant words were excluded from the queries. The construction of
manual queries can be characterized by an iterative process that
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consists of three steps: (1) do a trial run using the current query;
(2) examine the topranked documents and manually select the
terms that seem to be promising from the top documents; (3)
add the chosen terms fmm the previous step to the current query
and assign weights manuafly to the new terms to fom a new
query. The inclusion of new terms may cause the weights of some
existing terms to be readjusted. The process started with the
original topics and was repeated a few times for each topic. On
the average, we spend about 2.8 hours on each topic.

5.3 The formula

For all the runs of experiments reported in this paper, we used
the Berkeley adhoc formula developed by Cooper [5] at TREC-
2. The adhoc retrieval results produced at Berkeley have shown
that the formula is robust for long queries and manually reformu-
lated queries, and the results of applying the same formula to the
TREC-5 Chinese collection further demonstrated the robustness
of the formula [10]. The formula was fitted on training data using
logistic regression. The Iogodds of relevance of document D to
query Q is given by

.
log O(RID, Q) = -3.51 + fi@ + 0.@29 * N (1)

N N
qtfi

4 = 37J4~q{ +35— + 0.330 ~ log &

;=1 i= 1

N

-0.1937
x

Ctji
log -J

i= 1

(2)

where

N is the number of terms common to both query and document,
qtfiis the occurrence frequency withh a query of the ith match
term,
dtji is tbe occurrence frequency within a document of the ith
match term,
ct~i is the occurrence frequency in a collection of the ith match
term,
qiis query length (number of terms in a query),
dl is document ler@h (number of terms in a document), and
c~ is colkction ler@h, ‘i.e. the number of occurrences of all
terms in a teatcollection.

The summation in equation ( 2) is carried out over all the terms
common to query and document. Although the formula was de-
rived from English collection, it performed well on Chinese col-
lection as the results in [10] had shown.

5.4 Dictionaryand stop list

The stop list h= 825 entries. It includes pronouns, determin-
ers, prepositions, adverbs, conjunctions, etc. The dictionary has
138,955 entries, which include words, phrases, compounds, id-
ioms, proper names, etc. About 60,000 entries were manually
selected from the TREC-5 Chinese collection and were added to
a dictionary of about 80,000entries obtained from a webake. T-
ble 9 presents the distribution of the dictionary entries by length
(in characters).

5.5 Evaluation

In each run of experiment, for each query, the top 1,000 docu-
ments were retrieved from the Chinese collection of 164,789doc-
uments, the retrieved documents were ranked in decreasing order
by the probability of relevance estimated using equation ( I).
There are 2,182 relevant documents in total for all 28 topics. For
all runs, we calculate the 1l-point recall-precision values using the
TREC evaluation program written by Chris Buckley. Our base
mn uses the index file created from the text segmented using the
forward maximum matching method.

LIen@h (chars) I no. entrue I percent (70) ~

1 1.1S8 I 0.8585 i

Table 9: The distribution of dictionary entries by length

6 Resultsfor differentquery sets

To evaluate the retrieval effectivenessof different indexing tech-
niques, we created eight index files. The unigram, bigram and
trigram indexing involves no dictionary, and no stop wordsl. Ta-
ble 10 summarize the methods used in creating the index files.
The topics are indexed the same way sa the collection. We used
three sets of queries: short queries, long queries and manual
queries. E~ht runs of experiments are produced for each set
of queries, one run against each index fik. The formula used in
all runs is the Berkeley rdhoc formula developed in TREC-2.

6.1 The long queries

Each query in the set of long queries h the title, description and
n-tive fields. The queries in thk set are the original queries
used in TREC-5 Chinese track. Table 11 sununarisea the ramlts
of using the set of long topics. In comparison to the base run, the
1l-point average of precision over all 28 topicn for b&am index-
ing is 3.34% better than the base run result, while the average
of precision for statistical word segmentation using mutual infor-
mation is 5.23% better than the base run result. The results for
unigram and trigram “indexingare much worse than the base run
result. Manual queries were constructed by adding new words
and changing the weights (frequency) of words after examining
the top documents from an initial search using the automatic long
query. For example in the query 14: Caaea of AIDS in China,

the TREC-5 topic description uses the word ~ ~ ~ for AIDS.
This word is the common (familiar) term for AIDS used in Hong
Kong and Taiwan. Used in this form as a query word, it only in-
dexes 5 documents of the TREC-5 Chinese colkctione. In other

documents which discuss AIDS, the officialterm x ~ ~ (pho-

netically similar to the English pronunciation) is used.
Table 12 shows the results of running the manually reformu-

lated queries against all eight index files. The manually reformu-
lated queries perform around 27percent better than the automat-
ically constructed long queries. All methods except trigrams and
minimum matching Aieve about 45 percent overall average pre-
cision. It is intimating to note that the bigram method retrieves
more overall relevant documents (although only another 16docu-
ments, 0.8% more than the baseline run). The poor performance
of tngram indexing was mainly due to the fact that most of query
terms in the set of manual queries are twdmracter words, while
the indexing terms in the trigrarn index file are three-character
strings.

6.2 The shortquer”~

Short topic runs have been a feature of recent TREC eval-
tions, as they more accurately mirror actual user behavior in com-
mercial information retrieval service3. In our experiments, the
short queries were afl automatically constructed from the singk-
sentence title field of the TREC-5 Chinese topios. These queries
average 12.5 character long versus 107.0characters for the long

1The bigram and trigram methods are not truly word seg-
mentation methods because of the overlap between two ac@went
bigrams or trigrams. In this paper, we loosely consider them as

approaches to word segmentation.
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I index file I indexing terms I Segmen tatiordindexin~ method Id lctionary and stoo-hst used I

1 I unigram umgmms umgrarn
, I

none
2 blgram bigrams bigram-- Stophst only

3 trigram trigrams trigram stop list only

4 mi blgrams, unigranm statistmml with mutual information stomlist onlv

5 max (f) worth, phrw mammurn metchmg

6 max (b) WOI’dS, phraaea maxnnum matchtng (backwa
7 min (f) words, phrases minimum matchmg (f<

8 min (b) words, phrases minimum matchmg (backward) I both

l==

E3HL-.. .
0.80

(forwd) both
Ud both

orward both

Table 10: Index fiIes

-1

[ Recall umgram bigrarn I tngram I mi mex (f) I lllXX (b) min (f) mm (b)

0.00 0.7751 0.7504 0.6W32 0.76M 0,8000 0.7966 0.7404 0.7265
0.10 0.5609 0.6241 0.5006 0.6500 0.6445 0.6414 0.5543 0.5611
n.2rl 0.4076 0.5243 0.3600 0.5355 0.528s 0.5028 0.4336 0.4432

Moo 0.4778 0.2932 0.4705 0.4s08 0.4518 0.3595
W34 0.4375

0.3734
0.2546 0.4324 0.$841 0.4085 0.3049 0.3245

M86 0.3864 0.2153 0.3872 0.$48s 0.3671 0.2569 0.2903
?050 0.3295 0.1815 0.3346 0.2047 0.3131 0.2216 0.2351

J749, . . . 0.1586 0.2843 0.24Ss 0.2678 0.1657 0,1912
I 0.0982 I 0:2173 0.1142 0.2353 O.msl 0.2017 0.1221 0.1217

)
0.90 0.0300 0.1241 I b.o!itii I 0.1378 I O.lasl I 0.1105 0.0819 I 0.0778
1.00 0.0031 0.0108 0.0091 I 0.0208 a.emz 0.0341 0.0197 0.0118

average premmon 0.2609 0.3677 0.2738 0.2862
I -26.67% 3.34% -32.40% I 5.23% b aaeline -2.61 % ] -23.04% -19.56%

relevant ret neved I 1614 2017 1735 I 1948 1U1O 1825 1 1731 1693

Table 11: Average precision of long queries using different segmentation methods

topic queries and 249.7 characters for the manually reformulated
queries.

Short queries have significantly poorer performance than their
long query counterparts. In this case, however, autom~tic dktio-
naryless segmentation (except for tngrams) outperforms all fla-
vom of our dictionary-based segmentation - mutual information

statistical segmentation overall precision of .2850 is 21 percent
better than the base run. Table 13 shows the evaluation results
of using the short queries.

7 DkMdoil

In unigram indexing, the indexing terms are the single charac-
ters. As mentioned before, some characters not only can function
as words by themselves, but also can combine with other charac-
ters to form words that can have different meanin~. For exam-

ple, when character ~(poison) combhes with <(g-), it forms

the word ~ ?(poison gas); when it combines with the character

~(disease), it forms the word A ~, which mean virus; whereas

when it combks with the character %, it forms the word ~%,
which means drugs. Single characters are much more ambigous
than words. We believe that the ambiguity of single characters

(i.e. unigrams) are the main factor contributing to the poor per-
formance of unigram for the the set of long queries. Another
factor that might have degraded the performance of unigrams
for the set of long queries is that the singl~character function
words were not removed from the queries during indexing. Some

single-character function words are ~ (will), ~ (of), ~ (and), and

&(in). As Nie et al argue in [15], there are a number of reasons
why unigram indexing is not appropriate for text retrieval,

Despite the problems of unigram indexing, the average preci-
sion for the set of short queries and the set of manually reformu-
lated queries are surprisingly good in comparison with the results
of the dictionary-based maximum matching. In the manually re-
formulated queries, all the function words are removed and in the
short queries, the number of single+characters is small bexause of
the short length of the topics.

Shce most Chh-e words consist of two characters, we expect
that the b&m indexing and the mutual information segmenta-
tion would produce better indexing terms, and thus achieve better
retrieval performance in comparison to unigram indexing and tri-
gram indexing. Most of the indexing terms produced by mutual
information segmentation probably are actual Chinese words.

For all three sets of queries, trigram indexing performed con-
siderably worse than the beline. The major reason is that many
of the words representing the key concepts in the topics are tw-
character words, hence they are excluded in the queries since only
the trigrams are used. It is clear that the constraint that all in-
dexing terms are trigrams is too stringent and thus detrimental to
good performance. In general, the number of unique trigrams in a
corpus is much larger that that of unique tigrams. As shown in ta-
ble 2, the TREC-5 Chinese collection has 8,119,574 trigrams and
1,393,488 bigrams. Due to the large number of unique tngmms
in a collection, trigram indexing probably introduces considerably
more noise since many of the trigrarm are not meaningful.

All dictionary-based word segmentation algorithms face two
problems (1) unknown words; (2) identification and subsequent
resolution of segmentation ambiguities. In our implementations
of the dictionary- bsaed segmentation algorithms, we took the
simplest approach to those problems by ignoring them. The
dictionary-based segmentation methods we implemented always
produce one result for each input sentence. The unmatched string
of characters are grouped together as one word, which may or may
not be a true Chinese word.

It seems that the direction of matching, forward or backward,
does not much rdTect the retrieval effectiveness. For the set of
short queries, the minimum match]ng works better than maxim-
um matching, whereas for the set of long and manual queries,
the maximum matching outperforms substantially the minimum
matching method.

We believe that many words in the TREC-5 Chhwse collection
are not included in our dictionary, especially the proper names.
We extracted 287 university and college names, and 627 company

names from the Chinese collection using simple pattern matchhg
techniques. Only 21 out of the 287 names are included in our
dictionary, and only 14 out of the 627 company names are in our
dictionary. The common unknown words include personal names,
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Recall unigram bugam tngram mi I max (f) max (b) mm (f) mm (b)

0.00 0.8624 0.8309 0.7008 0.8372 0.8s61 0.8433 0.8154 0.7961
0.10 0.6860 0.6938 0.4720 0.6831 0.7804 0.7059 0.65WJ
0.20 0.5757 0.6242 0.3464

0.6372
0.6298 0.8429 0.6378 0.5679 0.5279

0.30 0.5286 0.5884 0.3W5 0.5824 0.5?8? 0.5716 0.5093 0.4841
0.40 0.4756 0.5119 0.2652 0.5292 0.b105 0.5074 0.4570 0.4448
0.50 0.4263 0.4598 0.2349 0.4560 0.4688 0.4575 0.4060 0.4036
0.60 0.3829 0.4041 0.2062 0.4054 0.4146 0.4111 0.3544 0.3660
0.70 0.3404 0.3551 0.1528 0.3631 0.ss14 0.3487 0.2873 0.3098
0.80 0.2809 0.3064 0.1326 0.3116 0.2894 o.2a33 0.2253 0.2482
0.90 0.1859 0.2261 0.0868 0.2285 0.2S14 0.2327 0.1544 0.1494
1.00 0.0356 0.0623 0.0122 0.0625 0.0499 0.0674 0.0340 0.0344

average preasion 0.4203 0.4522 0.2397 0.4533 0.4s19 0.4481 0.3937 0.3904

I -6.99% 0.06% -46.95% 0.31% baseline -0.84% -12.87Y0 -13.61%

relevant ret neved 2036 2088 1711 2064 I 20$s 2020 2022 2008

Table 12: Average precision of manually expanded queries using different segmentation methods

Recall umgram blgram trigram MI Max (f) Max (b) Mm (f Min (b)
0.00 0.7325 0.6783 0.5937 0.7215 0.6779 0.6511 0.6401 0.6473
0.10 0.5149 0.4594 0.3433 0.5157 0.4701 0.4543 0.4754 0.4587
0.20 0.4443 0.4098 0.2296 0.4444 0.s889 0.3725 0.3971 0.3705
0.30 0.3835 0.3715 0.1962 0.3948 0.S142 0.3246 0.3469 0.3242
0.40 0.3206 0.3430 0.1709 0.3598 0.28S2 0.2652 0.3033 0.2949
0.50 0.2690 0.2811 0.1477 0.3107 0.2150 0.2158 0.2561 0.2574
0.60 0.2156 0.2444 0.1252 0.2492 0.1880 0.1577 0.2065 0.2149
0.70 0.1802 0.1885 0.1064 0.1748 0.1294 0.1136 0.1663
0.80 0.1331 0.1189

0.1647
0.0889 0.0859 0.0s14 0.0819 o.lXW6 0.1112

0.90 0.0529 0.0557 0.0337 0.0437 0.04ss 0.0266 0.0494 0.0549
1.00 0.C4M0 0.0051 0.0013 0.0085 0.0065 0.0050 0.0133 0.0128

average precmon 0.2770 0.2687 0.1636 0.2849 0.2848 0.2250 0.2531 0.2465
18.O~o 14.53% -30.26% 21.44% baseline -4.09% 7.8870 5.07’70

relevant ret neved 1647 1787 1432 1641 1588 1529 1555 1536

Table 13: Average precision of short queries using different segmentation m&hods

place names, company names, transliterated names, names of new
products, abbreviation of full names, etc. Further research is
undertaken to see if a dictionary of about 3@,000 entries will
alter our conclusions.

The results in tables 11, 12 and 13 show that the tigram
indexing and mutual information- based segmentation out perform
the popular dictionary-based maximum matching. It would be
interesting to see if t he conclusion still holds if the collection were
perfectly segmented.

B Conclusions and Future Work

The focus of this experimental research has been on the per-
formance of different Chinese language segmentation methods,
wit h particular reference to comparison of dictionaryless versus
dictionary-based methods. The TREC-5 collection is the first
large-scale Chinese language test collection for which relevance
judgments have been devefoped for a general query set. Its 28
queries against 164,789 documents provides an ample background
agaimt which to compare multiple segmentation algorithms.

Results Of three cMkrent query sets (short single-sentence
querien, lengthy topic descriptions, and manually reformulated
queries) uniformly show that dictionaryless bigram and mutual
information measure statistical segmentation perform at least as
well, and in some cases outperform dictionary-based methods.
For short queries, unigrams perform well, but for longer queries
the unigram approach deteriorates markedly. The conventional
wisdom is that segmentation bd upon an authenticated dktio-
nary will perform better than purely mechanical segmentation.
Our results show otherwise for a large but inmmplete dictionary
of 138,955 Chinese words.
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